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Bowland’s Bolide!
Curt Bowland, Hinsdale, Illinois, USA (sent in by Sue Ellis, Regalia Officer)

Let me begin by saying how much I enjoy being a member of the Imp Club. From the superb

monthly issues of Impressions to how the club officers conduct their business. ‘Regalia Queen’

Sue Ellis bestowed on me the title of ‘best customer’ as a result of my many purchases. At the

same time she encouraged me to write a bit about my experiences with an Imp that I raced…

My interest in racing began many years before I would realise my dream. In my mid-30’s I acquired

a Sunbeam Tiger. I participated in slaloms and other parking-lot type events. In 1979 I became

interested in the new phenomenon of ‘vintage racing’. I raced my Tiger for a number of years with

marginal success in Sports Car Vintage Racing (SVRA) events, even taking it to the Bahamas in

1985 for a week of racing on their streets. Racing a Tiger is not a cheap endeavour. 

At some point SVRA decided to create a ‘small bore’ class. This was a group of small-in-size and

small-in-engine cars. A good friend told me about Imps, a car I had never heard of. By a strange

set of circumstances an Imp became available rather close to where I lived. It had previously been

a regional class champion with a local racing organisation. I purchased the car and started my

association/love affair with Imps.

By the standards of many Imp Club members my Imp was very mildly prepared in the engine

area. It came with the required safety equipment which was minimal at that time. The engine had

a R17 or R20 cam, a 28/36 Weber carb, and some suspension tweaks. I raced it several times and

took it to Florida where I grenaded an engine at Moroso Race track located near Palm Beach. I had

also intended to race it at Sebring, but that was not to be. In my localised search for a possible

replacement engine I came across an interesting individual who was using Imp engines to power

hydroplane racing boats. Several of his boats held International speed records. Most of his

engines were intended to run on alcohol or other special fuels. It was an interesting meeting.

Suitably inspired, once home I had a new engine built. Again, quite mild build. I did go to a pair

of Weber 40 DCOE carbs on a combined inlet and exhaust manifold. I might also mention that I

was racing on DOT full treaded ‘street’ 12" tyres. 

From 1986-’89 I raced eleven times at various tracks in eastern United States such as Sebring,

Watkins Glen, Mid Ohio, Road Atlanta, and Elkhart Lake. My finishing record for this period of time

was six firsts, two seconds, and two thirds. It was during this period, in 1988, I was a class 

co-champion with a good friend who raced a Fiat Abarth 850 TC, quite a competitive little car. In

the ’nineties there were several second place finishes at various tracks. 

I can not tell you how many hours of enjoyment I had with my Imp. It was truly a sensational

and fun car to race. I still enjoy reading about Imp racing preparation and successes in

Impressions. After selling my Imp I went back to racing my Tiger, retiring in 2009 after 30 years of

vintage racing. Although I have long since sold my Imp, I think I will probably own one more Imp

before I depart! (See Centre of Attention for a photo of Curt’s Imp. GP)

I am enclosing an article written Burt Levy which he wrote having driven my Imp many years

ago. I have contacted him and he is happy for the article to be reproduced in Impressions. Burt is

a writer of some renown having written many books, all of which are available on Kindle and Nook

for download as e-books though they are also available by post. www.lastopenroad.com.
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